
Cleaning Technology

Rocket Vac
Superior  technology 

for commercial cleaning

Features:

 Powerful high air flow 2 stage, 1200 watt Flow Thru motor.
 Manufactured from light weight yet robust ABS plastic, with

integral molded cord restrainer and tool holder.
 Ergonomically designed light weight frame, and adjustable

straps for even greater operator comfort.
 Triple filtration to ensure quality cleaning.
 18m, 10 amp electrical power cord.
 Over heating auto reset thermostat fitted in case of

blockage.
 Improved serviceability.
 Full commercial grade tools.
 Australian Standards AS/NZS 60335.1,

603352.2 & EMC AS/NZS CIPR 14.1:20003.

Is an Australian made back pack vacuum built to be robust
and reliable. It has a steel frame and ABS plastic body with a
powerful 1200 Watt flow through motor which performs
efficiently and quietly.
The Rocket Vac has been designed to minimize repair costs
and down time. It is fitted with a pigtail cord and a quick fit
supply lead.
In case of blockages, the Rocket Vac has an auto reset
thermostat to protect the motor from overheating. It also
has an ergonomically designed harness to ensure the user’s
comfort, and 3 stages of filtration to maximise dust
containment.

Rocket Vac  



Clever and practical 

STRONGER

 1200 W Long life motor lasts up to 1000 hrs.
Unit is 40% more powerful and 62% more efficient than

most other back pack vacuum cleaners in the market.

Easy and simple access  
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Standard Quality tooling

Ergonomic lightweight comfort  Triple filtration to ensure quality cleaning 

Vacuum Motor Power: 1200W flow through
Water Lift: 2400mm
Airflow capacity: 32 litres/sec
Filtration: 3 stage
Bag Size: 4 litres
Weight: 4.8 kg
Noise Level: 72db(A) at operator ear level
Electrical: Class II double insulated
Cable Length: 18m 
Floor Tool: 290mm Ezi-Glide floor tool for hard floor & carpet
Vac Hose: 32mm dia x 1.2 m long
Warranty: 12 months (not including consumable parts)

Product Specifications


